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Abstract
The reliability of power supply, defined as the ability to recover a steadystate condition after a sudden disturbance, is crucial for operating power
systems. It is usually ensured by controlling voltage and frequency deviations and involves events occurring from a few milliseconds to a few hours.
However, reliability requirements are largely ignored when dealing with longterm issues. To reconcile such contrasting timescales, it seems logical to rely
on energy considerations based on thermodynamics. Two reliability indicators, assessing the magnetic and kinetic energy reserves of a power system,
are derived from this approach. They enable to quantify the reliability of
a given production mix and make it possible to choose between increasing
shares of intermittent sources and maintaining an expected level of reliability. Since the indicators tackle reliability issues without focusing on a specific
timescale, they are effective for both discussing the long-term evolution of
reliability and improving the real-time management of a power system.
Keywords: Power system, Reliability of power supply, Intermittent
sources, Thermodynamic variational principles
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1. Introduction
A reliable power supply is crucial for operating power systems. Defined
as the ability of power systems to lock back into a steady-state condition
after sudden disturbance (e.g. load or generation fluctuations), reliability is
usually ensured through appropriate management of voltage and frequency
and involves events whose time scales range from a few milliseconds to a few
hours. However, when focusing on power systems long-term development
(typically several decades), reliability requirements are largely ignored thus
providing unrealistic options in this area. Yet this aspect is of tremendous
importance, especially when high shares of renewable energy sources, and in
particular intermittent energy sources, are expected in electricity generation
and may threaten supply reliability.
The International Energy Agency anticipates a major growth in electricity
consumption over the coming decades, as a result of the predicted population
densification, the development of energy markets in developing countries, and
the replacement of existing capacities in developed countries, while several
issues, such as the mitigation of greenhouses gases, call for new ways of producing electricity to increase the shares of cleaner and inexhaustible energy
sources [1]. In this context, the emergence of different paradigms for serving
electricity than those for which the system was designed [2] challenges the
forthcoming changes in power systems. In particular, high shares of renewable energy sources may become a critical aspect of future energy systems,
both for centralized scheme and for distributed architecture. The integration
of renewable energy sources in electricity production has indeed been widely
studied to determine their development’s challenges and options. [3, 4, 5, 6].
Different energy system analyses of 100% renewable energy systems were conducted for different areas [7, 8, 9] and tools are developed to model future
energy systems with high penetration of renewable energy sources [10, 11].
The previous analyses rise several technical challenges posed by the largescale integration of renewables, mainly wind power and photovoltaics, that
are listed in [12, 13]. They point out that accurate short-term forecasts of
power output (over the next few hours or days) are important factors for a
secure and economic operation of power systems. Besides, to increase the
variable power integration in the generation mix and consequently increase
their share of renewables, it is possible to take advantage of the electricity
systems’ flexibility which exists on both the production side [14, 15] and the
consumption side [16, 17].
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This power generation evolution brings the quality of power supply into
question. High shares of intermittent sources expected may indeed threaten
the reliability of future power systems, where reliability is intended as the
ability of the power system to lock back into steady-state conditions after
power imbalances. So far, power systems’ reliability requirements in the longterm have been investigated through cost and market prices’ issues [18, 19,
20].
In this paper, we propose to assess reliability of power supply. Indeed
it is necessary to provide plausible energy strategy in the electricity sector
especially when including high shares of intermittent production. As defined
in the ENTSO-E handbook [21], reliability corresponds to the adequacy and
security of power supply, which describe its ability to respectively comply
with electrical demand at all times and withstand the system’s contingencies
such as unanticipated loss of a system element. So far, system operators have
addressed the different aspects of reliability of supply by employing various
methods that we have divided into:
• short time scales methods (assessing reliability from a few milliseconds
to a weekly or monthly basis);
• long-term methods (assessing reliability from one to twenty years).
Short time scales methods include real-time controls and optimal power
flow (OPF) studies. During daily operations, real-time frequency and voltage controls manage the active and reactive power outputs of generators to
prevent frequency and voltage deviations in the system. Primary, secondary
and tertiary reserves of active or reactive power are respectively activated
for frequency or voltage management at different time steps varying from a
few milliseconds to a few minutes [21]. Beyond the real-time management,
OPF are typically used for scheduling daily or weekly production plans while
maintaining a reliable power supply thanks to a set of constraints including
transmission line limits and other security limits or margins [22, 23, 24]. The
OPF aim to minimize the operating cost of the power system subject to satisfying power flow constraints and constraints on generator power, line power
flow or voltage magnitude.
Long-term methods refer to methods assessing reliability of supply over
several years. For five years or so, power supply reliability is assessed in terms
of whether generation matches the expected demand [25, 26, 27]. Due to the
random nature of parameters involved in the calculations (unit availability,
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weather conditions), the match between supply and demand is assessed using common statistical measures: Loss of Load Probability (LOLP), Loss of
Load Expectation (LOLE) and Expected Unserved Energy (EUE). LOLP
and LOLE measure respectively how long and how frequently, on average
per year, the available capacity is likely to fall short of demand, while EUE
evaluates the corresponding unsatisfied demand. LOLP and LOLE are also
used in PV sizing methodologies to get the most probable insight of the
power output the system may deliver during a day and also the next days
in a short term approach for power prediction. Beyond a decade, planning
exercises, such as generation expansion planning models, determine the generation units to be constructed, the timing of investments, and the amount of
power to be produced, while minimizing the total cost of a utility over ten to
twenty years. Such exercises only focus solely on adequacy issues regarding
reliability of supply and reliability is ensured through constraints on LOLP or
on the levels of active and reactive power reserves [28]. Similarly, reliability
is only assessed with statistical measures in transmission expansion planning
exercises [29].
However, both short time scales methods and long-term methods are
insufficient to analyze in a long-term perspective the ability of the power
system to lock back into steady-state conditions after power imbalances. On
the one hand, short terms actually give insights to power systems dynamics
and stability but cannot be processed with long-term studies for guiding
energy strategies. On the other hand, the statistical measures used in the
mid- to long-term methods do not give any indications as to the dynamical
properties of the generation mix, and subsequently do not fully assess the
system’s ability to withstand sudden disturbances.
Since reliability requirements and the long-term development of power
systems involve significantly different timescales, it is therefore appealing to
rely on energy considerations in order to reconcile the timescales. Given
that energy conservation results from the uniformity of time [30], we develop
herein an approach that assesses the reliability of supply by evaluating the
evolution of the energy reserves stored in a power system. Therefore, the
thermodynamic framework, which is a natural framework to study energy
exchanges, provides an original way to quantify the reliability of power supply
for a production mix, whatever the timescale studied (i.e. long and short
timescales).
The method proposed in this paper is rooted in energy-based analysis.
The method however differs from energy-based methods derived from [31, 32]
4

and used to study power system transient stability that aim at estimate
whether or not a power system will remain in synchronism after a large
disturbance. Inversely, the approach presented in this paper can be used to
discuss both in short- and long-term perspectives the conditions enabling to
ensure a minima reliability of supply (as described aforementioned). Yet,
this is of critical importance to determine plausible shares of intermittent
sources in electricity production.
Section 2 presents the theoretical developments based on a variational formulation on which the proposed methodology relies. It exhibits the energy
reserves stored in a power system during power transactions and highlights
their role in efficiently managing transient states. Section 3 introduces two
reliability indicators that are deduced from a quantitative evaluation of the
energy reserves. The indicators provide valuable insights for debating the
reliability of power systems’ management according to their dynamical properties. Lastly, the relevance of the indicators is demonstrated in the fourth
section through reliability analyses that study both the long-term evolution
and the real-time management of supply reliability in the remote power system on Reunion Island.
2. Applying a Variational Formulation to Power Systems’ Analysis
This section describes the dynamics of a power system relying on energy
considerations based on thermodynamics. We present a variational formulation of electromagnetism that provides an understanding of power transactions including an explanation of transient regimes with the variations of the
magnetic and kinetic energy reserves stored in the system.
2.1. Variational Principles in Electromagnetism
As a general rule in this paper, italic fonts will denote variational parameters or functionals, and roman fonts their minimum value.
Relying on thermodynamics enables to focus on power conversions to
determine the evolution of a complex system, and avoids an exhaustive description of the components of an electromagnetic system (e.g. network architecture). Thermodynamics assume that steady-state conditions are obtained
from the maximum-entropy principle and comply with its macroscopic information, namely the internal energy E, and, in the specific case of an electromagnetic system, the magnetic flux Φ and the electric charge Q squeezed from
the earth. Nevertheless, thermodynamic approaches of electromagnetism do
5
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Figure 1: Chart of the energy exchanges between the subsystems involved in the thermodynamic representation of a power system [33, 34]. (µ, ǫ) and (µ, σ) respectively described
conductors and dielectrics immersed in the electromagnetic field conveying power between
the subsystems. Arrows illustrate the power exchanges.

not usually describe time-varying regimes [35], and no general contribution
exists for transient regimes despite the improvements for steady-state regimes
summarized in [36]. However, a variational approach of electromagnetism
can be derived from thermodynamic principles and provide an explanation
for non steady-state conditions [33].
As depicted inP
figure 1, the electrical machines Θi exchange mechanical
power Pmech-ext = i Ti · Ωi through the electrical network, where:
• Ωi = dΘi / dt is the angular velocity of the machine experiencing the
external torque Ti ;

• (ΦIexc + QV0 ) represents the coupling energy between the electromagnetic field and its sources (mass at voltage V0 , current excitation Iexc );
• all subsystems exchange heat with the thermostat at the temperature
T and electrical charges with the mass at the potential V0 .
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Basically the excitation Iexc and Pmech-ext can be adjusted directly by the
system operator. The first principle of thermodynamics conveys the energy
conservation:
dE
dSth
= Pmech-int − T
(1)
dt
dt
where:
• Pmech-int denotes the electrodynamical power supplied to the electromagnetic field which differs from the mechanical power Pmech-ext supplied to the system because of the variations of the kinetic energy Ekin :
Pmech-ext − Pmech-int =

dEkin
dt

(2)

• Sth is the entropy of the thermostat at the temperature T.
The evolution of the system coupled with the thermostat can be discussed
from its Helmoltz free-energy F = E − TS:


dS dSth
dF
=T
+
= PJoule > 0
(3)
Pmech-int −
dt
dt
dt
where S describes the entropy of the system. The RHS represents the power
lowered in heat, known as the Joule losses PJoule which are always positive
according to the second principle. Thereby, the most reversible evolution of
the system is ensured when lowering the Joule losses:
Pmech-int −

dF
= min(PJoule )
dt

(4)

However, to fully describe the inertial behavior of the electromagnetic
coupling (i.e. Lenz’s Law), we must introduce the Gibbs free-energy G =
F − ΦIexc − QV0 thus expressing another reversible assignment:


dG
dΦIexc dQV0
Pmech-int −
(5)
= min PJoule +
+
dt
dt
dt
In (5), the RHS of the functional exhibits Φ and Q which are the derivatives of the Gibbs free-energy G:
Φ=−

∂G
∂Iexc

;

Q =−
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∂G
∂V0

;

S =−

∂G
∂T

(6)

Hence, the functional in (5) balances the variations with time of the
Gibbs free-energy G and the electrodynamical power supplied to the field.
The reversibility tendency expressed in (5) provides the Maxwell-Faraday’s
equation in conductors [33], which can be understood as the local expression of a global tendency towards reversibility [37, 38]. Such findings give a
thermodynamic insight into the variational theory of electromagnetism [39].
2.2. Magnetic and kinetic reserves stored in a power system
The above approach provides an understanding of power transactions
that can be applied at different length scales, e.g. from materials involved in
electrical engineering to apparatus design and grid management [40, 41, 42].
To describe a given subsystem V, it is convenient to introduce the electrical
power Pelec (V) which measures the local deviation of V from the equilibrium.
Of course, the global power balance of the system provides:
X
Pelec (V) = 0
(7)
∪V

After some calculations described in [33], Pelec (V) matches the integral
form of the Poynting’s conservation equation:
Pelec (V) = PJoule (V) +

dF
(V) − Pmech-int (V)
dt

(8)

where F(V) matches the electromagnetic energy of the field limited to V at
the thermodynamic equilibrium. Substituting (2) into (8), the Poynting’s
equation checks:
Pmech-ext (V) + Pelec (V) = PJoule (V) +

dF
dEkin
(V) +
(V)
dt
dt

(9)

For steady-states, Poynting’s equation (9) describes regimes for which the
mechanical power received by (or supplied to) V is balanced by the electrical
supplied to (or respectively received by) the rest of the system to which is
added the power dissipated in Joule losses. In general, Poynting’s equation
includes an explanation of transient regimes thanks to the energy reserves in
V, namely F and Ekin . According to this approach, a power system after a
contingency (e.g. production or load fluctuation, network contingency) relies
on the variations of its electromagnetic coupling energy F and of its kinetic
reserve Ekin . The stored energy in the form of electromagnetic and kinetic
8

reserves both enable a rapid adjustment of power exchanges and provide inertia to the system until the production plan is realigned. In addition, if
F vanishes, the reversibility condition (5) no longer complies with MaxwellFaraday’s Law, thus highlighting the critical role of the electromagnetic reserve to locally operate the electrical machines and to ensure the overall
power transmission.

Ls

Iexc

Rs

e (t)

Lφ

Rφ i (t)

u (t)
uload(t)

ω

R

Figure 2: Single-phase representation of the one-loop circuit.

A qualitative analysis, based on the simple one-loop circuit depicted in
figure 2, aims at determining the magnitudes of both the reserves and their
relaxation time constants. The dynamical properties of production, transmission and consumption equipments are described as follows:
• Vprod simulates the behavior of a three-phase ac synchronous generator,
where e(t) is the open-circuit voltage and u(t) the terminal voltage.
The variations of the angular velocity and the electrical pulsation are
denoted by Ω(t) and ω(t). The stator is described by its inductance Ls
and resistance Rs , and the rotor by its angular velocity, proportional
to the angular frequency ω and its excitation current Iexc ;
• VT&D gathers the inductive Lϕ and resistive Rϕ properties of the transmission and distribution equipment, causing the voltage to drop to
uload (t);
• Vload accounts for the behavior of all consumers, which is depicted as a
single resistance R in a first approximation. This paper thereby focuses
on the magnetic and kinetic inertia provided by the production side and
the transport and distribution equipment.
9

• Variations of QV0 are neglected since the magnetic energy stored in
electrical machines is 104 higher than the electrostatic energy [43]. The
magnetic energy is produced and kept within the magnetically coupled
coil windings.
During transient states, power transactions can be described as two subproblems whose relaxation time constants differ by three orders of magnitude.
Assuming that the two problems can be dealt with separately, it is possible
to verify that the problems occur at different timescales.
Firstly, a rapid electrical problem works out the variations in voltages and
currents in the phase armature windings and consequently also describes the
dynamics of the magnetic energy F, which depends on the voltage and current
variations. An explicit reference to time variations, denoted by (t), describes
the functions during transient states.
e(t) = (Rs + Rϕ + R)i(t) + (Ls + Lϕ )

di(t)
dt

(10)

where the relaxation time constant reads:
τelec =

Ls + Lϕ
Rs + Rϕ + R

(11)

τelec evaluates the time for the system to adapt to a change in voltage or
current and thus the dynamics of F.
Secondly, a slower mechanical problem describes the energy conservation
and rules the variations of ω(t) and Ekin (t) according to the Poynting’s equation (9) and assuming that dF/ dt = 0 since its variations are ruled with the
previous electrical problem :
Jω(t)

dω(t)
= Pmech-ext (t) + Pelec (t) − PJoule (t)
dt

(12)

For small variations of ω(t), (12) is linearized around the rated value ω0 which
shows the mechanical relaxation time constant:
τmech ≈

Jω02
Pmech-ext

(13)

Numerical applications based on table 2 show that the constants satisfy
[44, 34]:
2π
≪ τmech
(14)
τelec <
ω0
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τelec varies by a few milliseconds and τmech by a few seconds. The inequalities in (14) confirm that the two problems are ruled by different dynamics.
Since τelec is smaller than an electrical period, steady-state conditions are
recovered within a period. Such results shows that voltages and currents
adapt almost instantly to a disturbance and enables to ignore electrical transients in our problem. Inversely, ω(t) varies slowly compared to an electrical
period, causing the system to evolve in pseudo steady-state conditions for
which a frequency deviation occurs while voltages and currents experience
steady-state conditions.
In steady-state and pseudo steady-state regimes, it is convenient to rely
on the complex expressions of the sinusoidal functions, i.e. the phasor representation, to describe voltages and currents. An explicit formulation of the
total magnetic energy F, i.e. the sum of self of mutual inductances, can then
be provided based on a phasor representation:


1
3M2
2
2
F = Lr |Iexc | 1 −
sin ψ
(15)
2
Lr (Ls + Lϕ )
where Lr is the rotor self and mutual inductances, |.| denotes the absolute
value of a complex number, M is the value of the stator-rotor mutual inductances, and ψ the phase difference between the open-circuit voltage and the
current (see Appendix A for more details).
Only the production side Vprod contributes to the kinetic reserve in the
one-loop circuit. Using basic mechanics, it comes out as:
1
1
Ekin = Ekin (VProd ) = JΩ2 = J(ω/p)2 = HSn
2
2

(16)

where p is the number of pairs of poles, J the inertia moment of the coupled
turbine and generator rotor, Sn the apparent power of the generator, and H
the per-unit inertia constant, measured in seconds, typically ranging between
1 and 10 seconds [22, 45].
3. Reliability Indicators and Power System Management
The previous developments provide a description of power systems dynamics that overcomes the standard time-harmonic description and gives
valuable indications as to the ability of power systems to respond to sudden
disturbances. A load fluctuation can indeed be efficiently managed if adjustments of the electromagnetic energy F and the kinetic reserve Ekin last until
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the production level can be realigned, while inversely a short circuit can lower
all the electromagnetic energy, thus leading to a possible loss of synchronism
between the generators and a subsequent collapse of power transmission.
We now define two reliability indicators Hmag and Hkin that evaluate respectively the levels of magnetic or kinetic energy stored in a power system.
To the best of our knowledge, the reliability indicators propose the first comprehensive approach suitable for long-term planning exercises that describes
the dynamics of a given power system, depending on the characteristics of its
power units. The indicators are defined thanks to the explicit formulations
of the magnetic and kinetic reserves introduced in (15) and (16) respectively.
They have the dimension of time1 (ms or s) and are expressed in terms of
per-unit parameters:
F
Hmag = X
Sn,k

(17)

k

Ekin
Hkin = X
Sn,k

(18)

k

where the sum is achieved over all the machines delivering power to the
system2 . The indicators quantify the time it takes for each reserve to become
exhausted if all production is suddenly disconnected. Interestingly, other
values representing the reserves could be used to build alternative indicators
according to the user: the rated power of the machines expressed in the
numerators of (17) and (18) may for instance be replaced with the power
they supply.
Typical values vary from a few milliseconds for Hmag , to a few seconds
for Hkin . The difference in magnitude of Hmag and Hkin is closely linked to
the difference in magnitude of τelec and τmech . It illustrates the sequence of
use of the reserves and their distinct functions in the voltage and frequency
primary controls:
• adjustments for the magnetic reserve F occur in a few milliseconds:
the magnetic energy is utilized shortly after a fluctuation (few ms) and
1
2

The indicators are expressed in J/kVA thus having the dimension of time.
As defined, Hkin equals H for a single generator.
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plays a crucial role in preventing from power transmission failures, thus
ensuring that pseudo steady-state conditions can be recovered within
a small number of periods;
• changes in Ekin happen in a few seconds: the kinetic energy compensates for unbalanced power transactions over a longer period (few s);
before any action can be taken to adjust Pmech-ext (t) and Iexc (t).
Next, voltage regulators and speed governors have respectively appropriate actions on the excitation current Iexc , and Pmech-ext (e.g. through the
inlet valve of the turbine). Voltage and frequency are then automatically restored to their set-points within secondary controls. Finally, the production
plan is manually adjusted to reconstitute the reserves within tertiary controls
[21, 46, 22]. This sequence of actions ensures a reliable management of the
system.
The reliability indicators are useful to quantify the magnetic and kinetic
reserves in a power system. The levels of the reserves have direct impacts on
the voltage and frequency drops that a power system must withstand: the
greater the indicators, the more reliable is the power system.
To challenge the different timescales exhibited above, we remind the time
frames for the provision of ancillary services related to frequency and voltage
controls [47, 48]. Frequency controls are services related to the short-term
balance of energy of the power system. The primary frequency regulation
service fixes the imbalances in real time: it consists of the provision of a
suitable generation capacity of autonomous response, by means of extra generation capacity, to keep the frequency inside its nominal value. The primary
regulation is a global setting, based on the primary reserves of all the generation units connected to the grid. Then, operational reserves are intended
to save the system from a major failure and correspond to short-term available generation used to manage the imbalance between energy supply and
energy demand. The secondary frequency regulation sets frequency back to
its nominal value, offsets the power imbalances between the different power
system’s areas and reconstructs the primary reserves with a response period
between approximately 10 s and 15 min. Finally, two other types of operational reserves can be distinguished: tertiary frequency regulation, that
must be available within the range of 10 – 30 min, and non-synchronized
reserves units, that neither have been dispatched not even connected to the
grid, but that can be connected and ready to start generating within a period
13

of about 30 min. Concerning voltage control consists of the use of generation and transmission resources needed to keep the voltage within the range
required by the system. This service consists of the production and availability of reactive power injection to solve the problems of low-voltages busbars,
and with the capability to absorb reactive power for high-voltage busbars.
In both ways there is a dynamic service delivered in a continuous time frame
to face busbar voltage changes.
Then, we illustrate the role the indicators can play by analyzing a power
system’s response to load fluctuation for different values of Hmag and Hkin as
depicted in figure 3. In the figure, frequency and terminal voltage deviations
are studied during transient regimes, namely after a significant load fluctuation, for systems with different rated power. Following the assumptions made
in the previous section, a load fluctuation is modeled by suddenly increasing
the consumption Pelec (t) of a certain amount ∆P, i.e. by decreasing R as
described in power system analysis by the (P-V) curves [22]. Additionally,
Pmech-ext and |Iexc | are set independent of time, thus illustrating the role of
the reserves before the production plan can be realigned. The analysis is
conducted on an isolated power system in which power production can vary
between 200 and 1000 MW, which corresponds to the case of a small island.
A load fluctuation of 52 MW is simulated, i.e. losing approximately 5% of
the rated power, which is likely on an island (this calibration was made for
Reunion Island and is further analyzed in the next section). Tables 1 and
2 present the parameters used in the study and the electrical values before
the fluctuation. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) present results of the simulation and
respectively show the voltage and frequency deviations after the fluctuation.
Figure 3(a) depicts |U+
0 |, the generator terminal voltage after a small
number of periods following the fluctuation, i.e. right after the fluctuation
since the electrical transient is neglected. At this stage, steady-state conditions are recovered thanks to the magnetic reserve, while in contrast ω(t)
and the kinetic energy have not yet fluctuated. Different simulations are
performed for values of Hmag ranging between 3 and 25 ms. This figure illustrates that the greater the magnetic reserve in the system, the smaller the
deviation of |U|. Indeed, further calculations demonstrate that higher levels
of magnetic energy correspond to lower values of Ls [49, 34], thus explaining
the weaker effect of ∆P on the voltage drop.
Figure 3(b) represents f10 , the frequency 10 seconds after the fluctuation.
At this timescale, the kinetic energy strongly compensates for the power
imbalance, whereas the magnetic energy scarcely does, since voltages and
14

Parameters

Constants

Production
Pmech-ext (MW)
Hmag (ms)
Hkin (s)
ω0 (rad.s−1 )
p
J (kg.m2 )
cos ϕ
Sn (MVA)
Un (kV)
Zn (Ω)
xs (p.u.)
rs (p.u.)
Zs (Ω)
Rs (Ω)
Xs (Ω)
Ls (Henry)
M (Henry)
(k2 )b
Lr (Henry)
b
Iexc (A)
T&D
Zϕ
Rϕ
Xϕ
Lϕ

(Ω)
(Ω)
(Ω)
(Henry)

b

Rated value

∈ [200 ; 1000]
∈ [3 ; 25]
∈ [3 ; 25]

1000
3
3

2
2(Hkin )Sn /ω0

71 1e3

P/ cos ϕ

1176

(U2
n /3)/Sn
f (Hmag )
0.005xs
Zn (rs + jxs )
Re(Zs )
Im(Zs )
Xs /ω0

1.124
1.97
0.0098
cf. below
0.011
2.223
0.0070

3M2 /(k2 Ls )
|E0 |/(M ω0 )

9.10
1009

f (P, all Z)

3.50

314
1
0.85
63

0.139
0.9

cf. below
0.405
0.512
0.0016

Consumption
R0 (Ω)

a

f (P, Hmag , Hkin )a

f () means: function of the variables inside the brackets.
k is the coupling cœfficient between rotor and stator.

Table 1: Parameters on which the dynamic analysis of a power system’s response to a load
fluctuation relies.
Voltages (kV)

Currents (A)
Powers (MW)

Power angle
Reserves (MJ)
Time constants

|E0 |
|U0 |
|Uload,0 |
|I0 |
b
Iexc
Pmech-ext
Pelec-ext,0
PJoule,0
δ
F
Ekin
τelec (ms)
τmech (s)

44.1
36.4
32.3
9216
1009
1000
894
106
27.4°
3.5
706
2.2
7.06

Table 2: Values in the one-loop circuit before a fluctuation for a power system with
Pmech-ext = 1000 MW, Hkin = 3 s, and Hmag = 3 ms.

current only change with ω(t). A series of curves, for Hkin varying between
3 and 25 s, shows that the frequency deviation decreases with greater values
of Hkin and demonstrates the role of Hkin in improving system reliability.
Further analyses also show that the frequency drop increases with Hmag ,
thus reinforcing the need for high values of Hkin .
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+

|U0 | / |U0|
1

0.96

Hmag = 3 ms, (xd ≈ 1.93)
Hmag = 5 ms, (xd ≈ 1.11)

0

0

|U+| / |U |

0.98

0.94

Hmag = 10 ms, (xd ≈ 0.54)
H

mag

0.92

= 15 ms, (x ≈ 0.36)
d

Hmag = 20 ms, (xd ≈ 0.27)
Hmag = 25 ms, (xd ≈ 0.21)
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(a) Terminal voltage |U+
0 | after the fluctuation which is independent of Hkin .
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Figure 3: Voltage and frequency deviations in the one-loop circuit after a load fluctuation
where ∆P = 52 MW.

Furthermore, both figures show that a fixed load fluctuation has a stronger
impact on power systems with low generation capacities. For instance, when
Pmech-ext = 200 MW, |U| may drop to 0.94 of its initial value and f10 to 47 Hz,
thereby illustrating the intrinsic weakness of small power systems.
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4. Assessing the Reliability of Power Supply
In this section, we quantify the impacts of the share of renewable energy
sources on the power supply reliability in the future. Such results are critical
to assess the technical feasibility of a given power mix and to evaluate the
equivalent needed magnetic and kinetic energy reserves to be provided to
compensate the loss resulting with the new types of power generation.
The reliability indicators are combined to a long-term analysis of the
power system in Reunion Island which aims at a production mix with 100%
of renewable energy sources by 2030 [50]. Considering that the current level
of renewable energies in electricity production is only 36% and that existing
power plants are due to be decommissioned within the next two decades [51],
the electricity sector will need to change substantially to reach this ambitious
target. However, such a change may highly weaken the reliability of supply
since the power system on Reunion is small, remote and weakly meshed. The
analysis is performed with the long-term energy planning model TIMESReunion which evaluates the power sector investments options and activity
levels against a multiplicity of load growth and resource supply scenarios.
4.1. TIMES-Reunion model
TIMES-Reunion is a bottom-up optimization model of the MARKAL /
TIMES family of energy models, developed under the auspices of the International Energy Agency since the mid-1980s [52, 53]. In TIMES models,
the energy sector is described as a chain of transformations between the primary energy resources and the final energy demand. The transformations are
explicit input/output relationships between individual technologies and commodity flows they produced or consumed. Such a detailed approach provides
a complete description of the substitution possibilities among the available
technologies from primary resources to final energy services. Hence, the principle of TIMES models is to maximize the total surplus of the energy system
over a large time horizon (typically several decades) in an intertemporal optimization framework. As a result, the solution provides the levels of energy
resources and technologies that are effectively used from the total available
set of possibilities modeled, and is therefore well suited for a detailed investigation of future technology choices. For power sectors’ description, flow
equilibrium conditions are published separately for several timeslices to follow the load curve and distinguish between the different hours of a day. In
TIMES-Reunion model, one year is divided into two seasons (summer and
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sugar season), and one day into eight timeslices, each representing a few
hours of a day. A peak reserve constraint also guarantees the setting-up of
an additional capacity reserve and stipulates that the total production capacity must be oversized by a given percentage to satisfy the peak demand and
insure against grid contingencies. The TIMES-Reunion model was specifically developed to describe Reunion Island’s electricity sector and study its
responses to contrasted scenarii for the period 2008-2030 [54, 34]. Two scenarii investigate possible assumptions for the long-term development of the
electricity sector [34]:
• a baseline scenario, named BASE, is defined for comparison purposes.
The current production mix is simply extended over the time horizon:
no limit is set on fossil fuel imports and no specific incentives promote
the use of renewable energy sources;
• a “renewable” scenario, called PV-OCE, inversely tends towards energy
autonomy on Reunion Island by 2030 and promotes a broad range of
renewable energy sources with ambitious targets for the development
of photovoltaics (700 MW) and ocean energy (150 MW).
In the baseline scenario, the shares of electricity production remains stable
over the time horizon, namely over a year two thirds of electricity production
relies on coal combustion; sugarcane bagasse increases in electricity production as expected with the greater available potential in 2030; photovoltaics,
ocean and wind energies show no sign of improvement. Inversely, in the
PV-OCE scenario, the shares of renewable sources steadily increase to meet
the target in 2030, i.e. coal combustion progressively declines along with
fuel oil combustion while sugarcane bagasse and wood combustion keep on
growing; hydropower remains stable over the time horizon; most importandly
photovoltaics and ocean energies sharply rise due to high levels of installed
capacities. Intermittent energy sources represent a fifth of the annual electricity production in 2030 in the scenario PV-OCE.
The most significant impact of intermittent sources is illustrated by the
figure 4 which depicts the daily production for an average day in the summer
of 2030. Such a result is a standard output of TIMES models. The figure
shows that in the PV-OCE scenario, electricity production relies on renewable
energy sources during all day: solar production, limited to 10 hours by day,
rises abruptly during the sunny hours and represent almost two thirds of
electricity production during sunny hours (7 to 17); production from biomass
18
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Figure 4: Daily production in the summer 2030 in the two scenario. In the renewable
scenario (PV-OCE), photovoltaics represent nearly two thirds of the production during
the day (between 7 am and 5 pm).

(cane and wood), hydropower, ocean and wind energy remains almost stable.
Inversely, in the baseline scenario, coal combustion represents more than
two thirds of electricity production in 2030 while hydropower production
contribute to a quarter of electricity production. Electricity production from
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other renewable sources is hardly noticeable.
Further analyses for a winter day in 2030, conducted in [34], depict less
different daily production mixes for the two scenarii. The production from
sugarcane bagasse and wood combustion in winter represent two thirds of
electricity production in PV-OCE. Indeed the sugarcane bagasse is a coproduct of the sugar factories localized next to power plants that is available
only during winter which is the sugar production period. Consequently, the
shares of solar and ocean energy is lower during winter and correspond at
most to one fifth of eletricity production. In the baseline scenario, the daily
production is almost the same as in the figure 4, but with a higher production
from sugarcane bagasse combustion.
4.2. Reliability Indicators’ Long-Term Evolution
In the following calculations, related to the previous long-term scenarii,
the indicators defined in section 3 are used to quantify reliability of supply
with increasing shares of intermittent sources. The figure 5 presents the
evolutions of Hmag and Hkin , based on technical data [55], and provides a
precise evaluation of the available reserves on the system for the timeslice
from 9am to 12 am until 2030 in summer (dashed lines with diamond or
square according to the scenario) and in winter (solid lines with triangle or
circle).
The most important difference between the baseline and the PV-OCE
scenarii occur during summer (dashed lines) where the contribution of intermittent sources (mostly photovoltaics) reaches the higher share in the daily
production. The indicators start to decrease from 2020 in the PV-OCE scenario with the sharp rise of photovoltaics in the production mix. Inversely
they remain constant in the baseline scenario which presents few intermittent
sources. Indeed, as photovoltaics and wind power mostly supply electricity
through electronic power converters, they barely participate in magnetic and
kinetic reserves. Therefore, with growing shares of intermittent sources in
electricity production, Hmag and Hkin abruptly decrease, thus illustrating that
intermittent sources are detrimental to the reliability of power supply if no
extra-equipment is planned to increase the dynamic reserves F and Ekin .
The drop in the indicators’ assessment between the two scenarios is
smaller during winter (solid lines). In fact, winter is also the period during which sugarcane bagasse can produce electricity: sugarcane bagasse and
wood power plants contribute to at least two thirds of the production in
the winter 2030 in the PV-OCE scenario [54]. Since sugarcane bagasse and
20
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Figure 5: Reliability indicators in the Reunion Island during 9 am to 12 am until 2030 for
a scenario with 100% renewable energy sources in electricity production, PV-OCE (dashed
lines), compared to a business as usual one, BASE (solid lines). The two subfigures depict
the reliability indicators for a summer day (diamond, square) and a winter day (triangle,
circle) for the two scenarios.

wood power plants functioning in the PV-OCE scenario have similar technical characteristics than the coal power plants used in the baseline scenario, it
explains that the indicators have similar values during winter. Consequently
the calculations of Hmag and Hkin lead to close values.
In the figure 5 the indicators follow similar variations, since production capacities currently participate almost identically in the two reserves. Thereby,
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any change in the production mix leads to similar effects on Hmag and Hkin .
However, Hmag and Hkin will evolve differently if specific technologies, among
which storage units develop: in such a case, Hkin is expected to increase while
Hmag could remain unchanged. It would therefore be interesting to follow the
evolution of the indicators in the case where storage units are used to mitigate
the impact of photovoltaics on the reliability of power supply. Dealing more
generally with intermittent sources (mostly wind power and photovoltaics),
one of the solutions being proposed to improve the performance of renewable sources is indeed to integrate energy storage devices, such as pumped
storage hydro plants, hydrogen storage, flywheels, electrochemical batteries,
superconducting magnetic energy storage, into the power system. Recent
works have thus analyzed the impacts of energy storage devices on power
system operation [56, 57, 58, 59]. These papers show that energy storage
systems can secure reliability of supply and reduce the instability phenomena. Their impacts on reliability of supply and subsequent overcosts should
also be investigated in a long-term perspective.
4.3. Real-Time Management
To limit the development of intermittent sources in its overseas territories, the French government followed the recommendation of the local system
operator, EDF, and set a legal limit of 30% on the level of instantaneous production of intermittent sources in electricity production in 2008. In TIMESReunion, it is possible to analyze the impacts of the 30% management rule
on the daily variations of the indicator. Load curves for the two seasons are
built thanks to the aforementioned timeslices, and the daily variations of the
Hmag and Hkin are based on the daily production mixes given by TIMESReunion. Figure 6 presents the daily curves of Hmag and Hkin during summer
2030. The baseline scenario and the scenario PV-OCE are now compared to
another scenario, entitled 30%, deduced from PV-OCE but enforcing the 30%
management rule of intermittent sources. In the scenario PV-OCE, denoted
by dashed lines, both indicators strongly fluctuate within a day:
• during the night (from 5 pm to 7 am), Hmag levels off around 14 ms and
Hkin around 4.5 s. During these hours, electricity is mostly produced
by non-intermittent units which participate efficiently in the levels of
reserves;
• during daytime, when high levels of photovoltaic production meet approximately two thirds of the electricity demand, indicators are halved,
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Figure 6: Daily variations of Hmag and Hkin in the summer 2030 in the Reunion Island. The
figures present the impact of the 30% limitation of intermittent sources on the reliability
of supply in the scenario 30% (mixed lines) compared to the scenarii PV-OCE (dashed
lines) and BASE (solid lines).

thereby pointing to weaker reliability of supply.
Inversely, in the 30% scenario, denoted by the mixed lines, Hmag levels off
at around 12 ms and Hkin around 4 s, showing that the reserves are twice as
high during daytime, i.e. the most critical hours, with the 30% management
rule. Enforcing a real-time limit on the share of intermittent sources can
consequently restore reliability of power supply, almost to the same levels
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as in the baseline scenario. Such result validates the 30% rule fixed by the
regulator to limit the spread of intermittent sources to an appropriate extent.
Moreover, the previous example illustrates the key role the indicators can
play in improving the real-time management of reliability of supply. Indicators can be used to control levels of reserves in a power system, thus restoring
the reliability of power supply in real-time. This approach is protected by
the patent [60] which describes a method based on the magnetic and kinetic
reserves for estimating the stability of a power system. The patent indicates how to manage a power system by assessing at least one parameter
of stability based on the magnetic and / or kinetic reserves it stores. Such
a method provides a critical and necessary condition for ensuring a reliable
power supply, which might not be sufficient since it does not address the
spatial characteristics of power systems’ reliability.
5. Conclusion
The developments presented in this paper were described in a PhD thesis
defended in 2011 that the authors want to make available to the international
community [54]. Since then, research on this topic has been carried out
and a recent publication illustrates how the approach developed herein can
be useful to determine the level of intermittency compatible with reliability
requirements [61].
The reliability indicators Hmag and Hkin presented in this paper provide
valuable indications to debate the most appropriate conditions for ensuring
the reliability of supply. They make it possible to address reliability issues for
problems involving different timescales, namely by analyzing the long-term
evolution of reliability in planning exercises, or by enhancing power system
management through the real-time control of magnetic and kinetic reserves.
Whatever the timescale considered, indicators are crucial for debating the
technical feasibility of power mixes that include high shares of intermittent
sources, since they may alter the reliability of supply if the issue is not
addressed properly. They consequently make it possible to choose between
increasing shares of intermittent sources and maintaining reliability of power
supply. Besides, to consider the forthcoming changes of the power sector,
storage technologies must complete our analysis, together with changes in
consumption patterns induced with the development of demand response.
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Appendix A. Magnetic energy F in the one-loop circuit
This appendix ims at determining the magnitudes of the magnetic reserve
F and describes the calculations leading to an explicit formulation of F for the
one-loop circuit depicted in the figure 2. The phasor representation provided
in figure A.7 illustrates the relations of voltages and currents in the one-loop
circuit.
ω
jXs I

E
Φϕ→ϕ
Φtotal

Φstator
ψ

Φs→s
Φr→s

Iexc

Rs I
jXϕ I

ψ
δ ϕ Rϕ I
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Figure A.7: Phasor representation of voltages and currents in the one-loop circuit. Singleline arrows represent voltages and currents, while double-line arrows stand for the flux
density associated with the latter.

Underlined uppercase characters denote the complex number that contains the amplitude and phase angle of a sinusoidal function, and starred
characters denote their complex conjugate.
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Assuming linear electromagnetic behavior laws, general formulations for
G and F read:
1
G = − Re (Φ I∗exc )
(A.1)
2
1
F = G + Re (Φ I∗exc ) = Re (Φ I∗exc )
(A.2)
2
where Φ is the flux density, and Iexc is the fictive sinusoidal current representing the rotating dc excitation current Iexc .
Focusing on the production side, the magnetic energy F(Vprod ) is the sum
of the following terms:
• the rotor (r) self and mutual inductances:
1
Frotor = Re (Φr→r I∗exc )
(A.3)
2
where Φx→y describes the magnetic flux induced by the coil winding x
in the coil winding y.
• the stator (s) self and mutual inductances (I is the current exciting the
flux density in the stator coil windings):
3
Fstator = Re (Φs→s I∗ )
2
• the stator-rotor mutual inductances:
3
Flinkage = Re (Φs→r I∗exc + Φr→s I∗ )
2

(A.4)

(A.5)

For transport and distribution, the mutual inductances between lines or
transformers’ coil windings induce:

3
F(VT&D ) = Re Φϕ→ϕ I∗
(A.6)
2
Ignoring the mutual inductances between Vprod and VT&D , an explicit formulation of the total magnetic energy is provided by adding the expressions
(A.3), (A.4), (A.5) and (A.6):


3M2
1
2
2
F = Lr |Iexc | 1 −
sin ψ
(A.7)
2
Lr (Ls + Lϕ )
where:
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• Lr represents the rotor self and mutual inductances;
• M is the value of the stator-rotor mutual inductances;
• |.| denotes the absolute value of a complex number;
• ψ = (δ + ϕ) is the phase difference between the open-circuit voltage E
and the current I.
According to (15), F depends on the properties of the production side
(Lr , Ls , M), and on the transport and distribution equipment (Lϕ ). The
magnetic energy also varies with the load state of the system, since |Iexc | and
ψ change with the power delivered to R.
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